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Introduction
One of the most popular areas within graph theory is the study of related domination problems. The decision problem of determining the domination number for arbitrary graphs is NP-complete [4] . The theory of distance dominating set was propsed by Slater [7] in 1976. For a graph G , the distance between two vertices u and v in G equals the minimum length of a u-v path. A vertexsubset D is a distance-k dominating set (DkDS) if every vertex not belonging to D is at distance at most k of a vertex in D . The distance-k domination number ) (G k γ of G is the minimum cardinality of a distance-k dominating set in G . Lately, it was then extensively researched the number ) (G k γ for various classes of graphs G ( [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ). Let ) (n Γ be the set of trees T satisfying
, where 1 ≥ n . In this paper, we provide a constructive characterization of )
,..., , :
, is the minimum length of a w-u path in G. The graph n P is a n-path with n vertices. The set A-B, where A and B are two sets, is the set of all elements of A that are not elements of B.
We can see that
. The degree of a vertex w is the cardinality of
If a vertex is adjacent to a leaf in G, then it is called a support vertex. We denote U(G) and L(G) the collections of all support vertices and leaves of G, respectively. If a distance-3 dominating set D of G satisgying 
. The forests are the graphs without cycles, and trees are connected forests. The readers are referred to reference [1] .
We introduce the graph )).
of a tree T is a subtree with a center z such that the following all hold (see Figure 1 ).
is a tree and | | * T is as large as possible. The following are the useful lemmas.
. This is a contradiction, so w is lying on the z-u path. Suppose, by contradiction,
be an end-tree of a tree T and
Assume that ,... , , , :
where F is a forest and ' ' T is a tree satisfying
we can see that 
is an end-tree of a tree T and
This is a contradiction, thus
Main Theorem
Now we want to provide a characterization of ) (n  for all 1  n . First we introduce some special subsets and four operations.
for some z such that i is as small as possible}, where i =0,1,2,3.
(iii) For d=0,1,2, We want to prove that
The following Theorem is the main theorem.
On the other hand, we will prove ) ( ) ( n n    in the following lemma.
Proof. We can see that
such that n is as small as possible. Then
, by the hypothesis,
We consider four cases. Case 1.
. 3 
A v 
Then T can be obtained from
. This is a contradiction. Case 2.
. This is a contradiction, thus . This is a contradiction. Case 3. 
